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About This Game

William "Bill" Sherman has a problem - he's dead. Blown to pieces by his own C4 payload, which he wanted to eliminate a
South American druglord with on behalf of some shady secret service people. The fact that he accidentally blew a bus full of
innocent civilians into the Great Beyond has given rise to an all new problem - Hell doesn't exactly have any problems with

claiming his soul. But now Bill's in purgatory and he's caught the eye of heaven's warriors. He's been offered a chance to make
good the havoc he wrought using his quite special skills. And with weapons of course. Bizarre weapons. Crazy weapons...

The Game

Developed by Homegrown Games with former developers and modders from the previous Painkiller games in collaboration
with Studio Med-Art and with a Catholic priest advising, Painkiller Resurrection combines rock-hard, no-frills action and an
exciting story with painstakingly researched details. In a bizarre world influenced by medieval ideas about hell and purgatory

and Dante's Inferno, the mixture of fast, straightforward levels and enormous, explorable regions containing the worst scum of
any hell provides a unique gaming experience.

Unique storyline told using top quality "graphic novel" style cutscenes
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Completely reworked "Painkiller 2.0 engine" with shader effects, weather systems, a superb physics engine, and ultra-
fast netcode, including an anticheat system

The best weapons from all of the Painkiller titles + new, inventive tools of death

Classic-style FPS levels and enormous, explorable areas provide varied gameplay

Countless eSports-grade multiplayer modes with numerous new and updated maps
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Please don't play this. First impressions of PKO prompted me to get a Refund. PKR had a demo which left a sour taste in my
brain. the lack of EVERYTHING in the way of quality testing leaves you with a game feeling thrown together and cheap. This
is supposed to be a full production game of a much beloved IP. On this level I crashed soon after on a load point. autosave,
crash, load crash. so essentially there was no way past it. I should have known when the Demo was an exact duplicate of the first
level in all its horridness. Here is a Screen of the level mentioned above complete with its missing waterfall texture. 
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v209/metclan/Shot0018.jpg

3/10. Mention the original Painkiller to any devotee and watch as their eyes light up, their bodies start to animate wildly and a
wellspring of jovial passion cascades over their speech of loving admiration. After this moving testimony, ask for their thoughts
on Painkiller: Resurrection and recoil in horror as all emotion abandons them and the blood drains from their face, leaving
behind a vacant and pale visage while they recount sickening tales of a game permeated with bugs, crashes, dull levels that
confusingly branch out and twist on for miles; giving the illusion of freedom, when really every path except one leads to dead
ends, more bugs, crashes, pointless excursions with no reward. Ceaseless enemy hordes that offer no challenge, consume
exorbitant amounts of time and spawn inside of the walls, the floors, the ceilings, and every other nook and cranny, so long as it
isn't in the playable space. Scouring for ammo constantly, in order to defeat bosses possessing a ridiculous number of health
points, who never hit you once because the developers forgot to program in some decent AI. As more and more energy is
expended detailing the atrocities of Painkiller: Resurrection, you can feel your soul gradually leaving your body and you have to
end the tirade. It's the sinister feeling all Painkiller fans know too well.

The second this bloated corpse was resurrected, it should have been buried deep in the earth, never mentioned of again.

2/10. The worst out of the entire series, watch as monsters spawn in front of you and attack in an instant. Along with
TERRIBLE level design. Took me 6 minutes to get out of the first area in the first area, cause apperently my character can fit
inside that tiny little slot....

All community made BS. enjoy playing co-op mode with your friends for 15 minutes before the game crashes!. Crashes with
the use of any Tarot card which makes progressing seemingly pointless.
Also crashed several times during the first level, just expect the game not to work.
Being there are no real patches or projects to fix this I'm guessing it's not worth the effort.
Shovelware at it's worst.. The artwork during the cutscenes is really nice.

The rest is♥♥♥♥♥♥
Worst Painkiller game ever made.

3/10
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It's looked more promising then Redemption, but it's still kind of mediocre and unplayable due to bugs
+ Reasonable amount of enemies, levels look interesting, well-drawn comic cutscenes
- Buggy mess: long loading times, frame drops, placing tarot cards crashes the game, in the ends it refused to launch regardless
of re-install. Worst is use of absolutely unreliable physics: super-steep ladders you're not sure you can climb, small holes you
might fit or might get stuck in, player or enemies falling out of level boundaries, etc.. 5 years after the original Painkiller game
its 3rd expansion titled Resurrection was released. It was an unoriginal expansion offering a "unique" story and "enormous,
explorable" areas for the Painkiller fans to discover. The 2nd expansion was already a mediocre game but that at least could
offer new weapons and enemy types. What is more Resurrection has an awful level design in place and just because they
introduce a new protagonist and comic book style "cutscenes" it does not become a brand new game. It's almost like a mod
branded as a new game in order to cash in on a famous franchise.

Avoid it if you can and pick the original's Black Edition instead or the remake titled Hell & Damnation.. Literally worst game
I've ever played. I never thought, that the level design can be SO bad. It's a shame, that this game called Painkiller. Hurt as
much, as watching Hellraiser 7 or 8 right after first one.. Unnecessarily long loading times, horrendous AI, atrocious map
design, maxes out my GPU for no reason, and I quit playing because it wouldn't continue after level 1.

Get Painkiller Black Edition, or Painkiller Hell and Damnation if you want to play a good Painkiller game.. Let me list the
reasons nobody likes this game:
1. technical issues- lighting is awful, collision? what's that?, hitboxes range from small to large with no consistency, fatal error
when going into demon mode, fatal error when loading within the last 20 minutes, fatal error on a fatal error (i♥♥♥♥♥♥you
not), and no amount of bug fixing can fix this.
2. weapons- slower than previous games, weaker than previous games, one new weapon in ONLY levels 5 and 6 (so you'll never
get to use it).
3. story- it's bad, voice "acting" is atrocious and Bill is a hitman that goes to hell because he kills people and must go through
and *zzzzzzz*
4. you can't win the tarot cards without cheating- because enemies will frequently not drop souls nor can you find all the gold
pieces cause they're out of the map.

Reasons to get this: never

if you do get this cause you hate yourself things that won't make you vomit: soundtrack is good (so youtube it), powermod for
this makes the game a bit better (pkcards so all cards and pkweapons so you can use the new gun through the whole game), and
the atmosphere is good.

overall: 2/10 one of the worst games i've ever played
with powermod: 4/10 still bad but at least playable.. I hate puzzle games.
I hate getting lost.
I want the old painkiller back.. I gave it a shot . . . . it has huge unintuitive maps but that didn't bother me, it has bugs and that
didn't bother me either. I like the painkiler series. But after i got stuck in in certain areas . . . . and having to reload to the last
saves over an over . . . and wait for the maps to load . . . . i gave up. I cannot recommend this game at full price. Maybe at a 75%
discount and even then be warned, this game is far from perfect.

It's playable and since it's fan made i didn't expect much . . . . I'll give it a 6.5 out of 10. If it was not fan made i would have
given it a 4 out of 10.
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